
 Ask a                 owner...

KDT KN2 CNC Flat Bed. KDT365 Edgebander

“Speed and quality - we’re very happy ”
TS Cabinets owner Sam Tsakiropoulos classify’s himself as an old school 3rd genera� on Cabinetmaker.
By this he means priding himself on the fi t, fi nish, customisa� on, me� culous approach and quality of his cabinetry 
and the loyalty he has built with his clients through this.

When deciding on a CNC and Edgebander the ability of the machines to ensure TS Cabinets deliver these perfect 
results while increasing produc� on substan� ally were key factors. “We also wanted top value for money with great 
local backup. All our equipment is from Peter at Leda Machinery for these reasons and obviously the latest purchases 
show we have been very happy”
Star� ng with the KDT365 Edgebander Sam comments ”This machine is great, no chipping, no excess glue, no issues 
at all” And it’s very produc� ve. “At the high speed se�  ng it’s too fast for one person but if we are mee� ng a deadline 
then we have someone tailing out and run at 23m/min, job done, and its all simple with the touch screen.”

The KDT KN2 Flat Bed is also now key to delivering great results on � me for TS Cabinets.“We can easily manufacture 2 
kitchens a day as we now cut, drill and edge in one third of the � me, no chipping, everything perfect.”

A simple ou� eed table means the KDT’s auto nest push off  and sacrifi ce sheet cleaning system is a big produc� vity 
booster too. “When we went to the LEDA in-house demo the KDT made a great fi rst impression. We’ve been using 
woodworking machinery for a long � me now and you know a good machine when you see one. Plus I could see 
features on it to make our job easy. The auto push off  and auto tool measuring systems were great examples.”

Thanks to the automa� c switching across of the extrac� on from Router to Drills to Table cleaning the low extrac� on 
air volume required was a bonus. “We didn’t need to add an expensive high volume extractor.”

In summary - the KDT KN2 has exceeded expecta� ons. “It’s a bit of a learning curve switching 
across to a CNC but it’s now the key to delivering perfect jobs on � me, � me a� er � me with the 
bonus of being able to easily customise to suit clients. We’re very happy with our KDT’s”
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